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BY 
ALBERT J. WILLIAMS 
ABST~ACT 
This report , "Analysis of System Reliability as a 
Capital Investnent~, is an analysis of radar system relia-
bility of two sireilar tracking radar systems as a capital 
investment. It describes the two tracking radar systems 
and calculates t .-e mission failure rates based upon field 
failure data. Additionally, an analysis of a si~11lation 
pro~ram written in FORT3AN is performed t-rhich treats sys-
~em r~liability as a capital investment based on J35 elec-
tronic systems that were fabricated with a r-eliability 
program versus 564 electronic systems fabricated without 
a reliability program. The data from the two tracking 
radar systems, one with a reliability pro~ram and the 
other without, is incorporated in the computer program to 
verify the conclusions of the author of the computer 
simulation program . 
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Performance of electronic and mechanical equipment is 
a grave concern of commercial as well as military customers. 
Failure or unscheduled down time can be costly. Equipment 
bought or leased on a contract basis is expected to do the 
specified job any time the job is required, and ''the prob-
ability that no failure will occur in a given time interval 
of operation of a device or equipment is termed its relia-
bility."l 
Equipment reliability can evoke a comical overtone 
such as the case of the national television presidential 
candidate debate in 1977 when the voice communication sys-
tem failed and the candidates stood and looked at each 
other and the audience for several minutes. Also, equip-
ment reliability can denote a deadly overtone . An example 
1s the LlOll aircraft that crashed into a Southern Florida 
swamp in 1972 while a member of the crew was trying to lo-
calize a failure in the landing meohanismo Another example 
of equipment reliability is the costly loss of an atomic 
1 Igor Bazovsky, Reliability Theory and Practice 
(Englewood Cliffs , N. J.a Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961), P • 6. 
2 
submarine and its crew which in 1963 failed to surface and 
sank to the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean. 
Since the Korean War, quantitative reliability has 
become widely used and measured by applying statistical 
methods. Government and commercial industry has pla~ed a 
strong emphasis on equipment reliability. The Department 
of Defense aontracts for equipment specify reliability 
compliance with the DOD specification MIL-STD-785A. 2 
MIL-ST~785A defines the specifications that a reliability 
program must contain for systems and equipment development 
and production.) These specifications area 
1. The contractor must establish and maintain 
an effective reliability program to permit 
the most economical achievement of overall 
program objectives. 
2. The mission responsive reliability require-
ments and objectives must be specified con-
tractually. 
). The minimum acceptable hardware reliability 
requirements must be demonstrated by means 
of tests and analyses. 
4. The proposed program plan must describe how 
the reliability program is to be cronducted. 
System reliability treated as a capital investment is 
2Bertram L. Amstadter, Reliability Mathematics Fun-
damentals Practices Procedures (New Yorka McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., 1971 , PP• 1-3· 
3u. s., Department of Defense, Reliability Progr am 
for Systems and Equipment pevelopment and Production 
MIL-STD-?SSA, (Washington, D.C . a Government Printing 
Office , 28 r~rch 1969), PP • 1- 9· 
the subject of a report by Anthony Coppola entitled dRel1a-
abil1ty as a Capital Investment" in the Proceedings 1974 
Annual Reliability and Maintainability Symposium. Capital 
investment is defined as an expenditure of funds in the 
expectation of a worthwhile return. The treatment in his 
report demonstrates that a total reliability program is a 
good investment by comparing the operational costs of 564 
avionics electronic systems procured with minimum reliabili-
ty with the operational costs of J35 avionics electronic 
systems procured with a total reliability program. 
Objective Of The Study 
The objective of this study 1s to demonstrate the 
accuracy of the Coppola report and verify his conclusions 
in order to apply the simulation method to a pair of radar 
systems. 
Statement Of The Problem 
The problem of this study is to apply the simulation 
technique to a pair of radar systems which have reliability 
histories similar to the Coppola examples to verify his con-
clusions that reliability is a good capital investment. 
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Radar Background Criteria 
The pair of radar systems employed for cost and relia-
bility data are the Mod 3 Radio Guidance System, Mod 3 RGS, 
located at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida and the 
Mod J General Electric Radio Tracking System, Mod 3 GERTS, 
located at Vandenberg Air Force Base, California . Mod 3 
RGS and •. od 3 GERTS r~ve a tracking radar operating in con-
junction with launch vehicle guidance equipment and a guid-
ance computer. The guidance computers are different and 
are not included in the reliability assessment, Mod J RGS 
has a total reliability program and Mod 3 GERTS has a mini -
mal reliability program based on data through 1976. 
The racking radar mission requirement is to supply 
accurate position information consisting of launch vehicle 
range, azimuth and elevation to the guidance computer and 
to transmit guidance commands to the launch vehicle during 
the guidance portion of the launch vehicle trajectory. 
Guidance commands consist of pitch and yaw steering and 
discrete relay closure commands. The guidance portion of 
the launch vehicle trajectory consists of the first six 
minutes after 11ft-off. Failure rates of the two systems 
are calculated based on a mission failure . A mission fail-
ure is classified as a failure that could prevent the equip-
ment from meeting mission requirements during an actual 
missile flight . 
CHAPTER II 
RELIABILITY CONCEPTS 
The concept of reliability is centuries old. Sailors 
and fishermen have been concerned about the design and 
seaworthiness of their sea craft for thousands of years . 
Kings and knights of the Middle Ages were apprehensive 
about the design, performance, and effectiveness of their 
armor and weapons. However, the science of reliability 
engineering 1s a relative new field that grew out of the 
failure problems associated with complex military service 
equipment during World War II and the Korean War. Relia-
bility measures equipment or device performance based on 
mathematical probability theory and statistical methods.5 
The widely accepted definition of reliability is ~the prob-
ability that a device will operate adequately for a given 
period of time in its intended applicat1on. "6 Reliability 
csn be predicted and measured based on the failure rate 
history of a device. Failure rate of a device usually falls 
into three categories which are early failures, random fail -
ures, and end-of-life failures. Each of these has a partic-
u ar identity . Early failures are those which occur .when a 
5Bazovsky, Reliability Tbeory and Pr3crtige , PP• 274-28~ 
6Amstadter , Reliability Mathematics , P• 1 . 
6 
device is new and undergoing debugging. Random failures are 
those which occur during the useful life of a device. Ran-
dom failures of a device that has completed a thorough de-
bugging phase usually exhibit a constant failure rate or 
relatively constant failure rate during the useful life of 
the device. End-of-life failures are failures which occur 
due to the wear out or ageing of a device. If a failure 
distribution or histogram of failures versus time were plot-
ted on a new piece of electronic equipment that was repaired 
as it failed, early failures would indicate a high failure 
frequency that decreases approximately exponentially to a 
relatively constant failure frequency over a period of time, 
then the failure frequency would begin increasing approx1-
mately exponentially indicating that the end-of-life or wear 
out of the equipment is being reached. The contour of the 
histogram fould be shaped like a standard bathtub which is 
commonly referred to as the bathtub curve•• in engineering 
reliability.? 
One of the forerunners of engineering reliability is 
the work performed in the early years of the rail trans-
portation industry concerning ball and roller bearings. Ex-
tensive records on failure rate histories were maintained 
in order to improve the reliability of ball and roller bear-
7 A. K. s. Jardine, Maintenance, ReSlacement~ and 
Reliability (New Yorka John Wiley andons, 19? ), PP• 1-9· 
7 
ings. Another forerunner of engineering reliability is 
the probability calculations performed on multiengine air-
craft between World War I and World War II, 8 Considerable 
effort was expended in calculating and predicting the prob-
ability of flight survival of aircraft with two engines if 
one engine failed and three or four engine aircraft if one 
or more engines failed, Information was gained that was 
valuable concerning "the relative amount of engine overhaul 
maintenance for aircraft of different types of conrigura-
tions."9 
In 1952, the exponential failure distribution bec·ame 
the mos~ popular distribution used in reliability work. 
Its popular use is based on the fact that it uses simple 
addition of failure rates for reliability calculations. 
Design data can be compiled using a simple format. 10 
The system failure rate of n units operating in series 
so the system fails 1f any unit fails is equal to the sum 





8 Bazovsky, Reliability Theory and Praatice, P• 2, 
9 Ibid., p. 274. 
10R1chard E. Barlow and Frank Proschan, Mathematical 
Theory of Reliability (New Yorka John Wiley and Sons, 
1965), PP• 1-5. 
8 
The system mean time between failure {MTBF) is equal to the 
inverse of system failure rate . 
1 MTBF = ~ss 
System reliability for repairable systems which are operat-
ing in the useful life portion of the bath- tub curve is de-
ll fined with the following formula . 
R {t) = e- ~ss t ss 
The Department of Defense reliability document MIL-
HDBK-21 B specifies that Air Force electronic systems will 
be assessed by using the exponential failure distribution 
for calculation of failure rates and reliability computing. 
11Amstadter , Reliability Mathematics , PP• 32-35· 
CHAPTER III 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The Mod III Radio Guidance System is composed of a 
Mod III Track Radar, Guidance Computer, and Airborne Beacon 
Set. Launch vehicle position information consisting of 
range, azimuth, and elevation is supplied to the Guidance 
CJmputer by the Mod III Track Radar at a 2 pps rate. A flag 
line is also supp 1ed to the computer to indicate that the 
radar is tracking in the monopulse mode. For acquiring a 
target, Mod III Track uses a conical scan mode of tracking 
and a mono se mode for normal tracking of a target. The 
radar operates in the X band frequency range at a nominal 
pulse recurrence frequency of JOO with a message train of 
14 pulses in conjuc~ion with an Airborne Beacon Set which 
is aboard a launch vehicle. Contained within the 14 pulse 
message train is pitch and yaw steering and discrete relay 
closure commands which are determined by the Guidance Com-
puter, decoded by the Airborne Beacon Set and supplied to 
the vehicle auto pilot system. For range information, the 
Airborne Beacon Set transmits an RF pulse to the Mod III 
Track Radar. The beacon transmitted RF pulse is trigsered 
by the fourteenth pulse in the message train. Mod III Trac1t 
also utilizes the beacon return pulse for pointing the an-
10 
tenna nd azimuth and elevation information is derived based 
on antenna position. Baldwin encoders, mounted on the an-
tenna in the azimuth and elevation plane, derive the azimuth 
and elevation angle information. 
For Go-1~0 Go checks prior to entering a test with a 
launch vehicle, Mod III Track utilizes a boresight tower 
test transmitter antenna which is triggered by the Track 
transmitted fourteenth pulse. To check out Mod III Track, 
an automatic test sequenc~ is utilized which checks the 
angle encoders, angle tracking, range tracking, acquisition, 
message data validity, and track mode sequence switching. 
A Flight Data Recording System is used to monitor Mod 
III Radio Guidance operation. The equipment provides facil-
ities for recordin~ data obtained from the position tracking 
radar dur ng chec out operations or tests and during the 
flight of a launch vehicle. The data 1s used for the follow-
ing purposesa 
1. Preflight monitoring of the guidance system during 
checkout or test as an aid in the determination of 
guidance system statuso 
2. Infl1ght monitoring of the guidance system to 
check its performance and observe any radical or 
abnormal departure of the launch vehicle from its 
programmed trajectory. 
J. Postflight evaluation of the guidance system to 
11 
determine such factors asa programming errors; 
operating errors; equipment failures; inaccuracies 
and/or inadequacies; and ease of operation. 
Documentation and classification of all repairs and 
failures on units comprising the Mod III Track Radar are 
provided for through use of an Inspection and Consumption 
Report (I & CR) forma Provision for vendor or internal 
laboratory analysis is made as required. 
Mod III RGS Tracking Radar is comprised of 18,753 com-
ponents in 33 units. A discript1on of the system functional 
operation is enclosed 1n Appendix A. System failure rate is 
0.0011057 and the calculations are included in Appendix A. 
The cost of the system is $21,417,000o 
The Mod III GERTS Tracking Radar is comprised of 16,953 
comp nents in 31 units. It does not have an extended range 
trac er or a redundant transmitter. The system failure rate 
is 0.0018416 based on limited available data. The cost of 
the system is $12,620,000. 
The MTBF of the RGS Tracking Radar is 904 hours be-
tween failures compared to 54J for the GERTS Tracking Radar. 
CHAPTER IV 
rtELIA:9ILirY PROGRAr1 AS CAPirAL INVEST!·1E~IT 
A reliability program is a capital investment with the 
return on the investment based on benefits due to reduced 
maintenance costs. A capital investment is an investment of 
funds with the expectation of incurring a greater return. 
Five commonly used methods of evaluating a capital invest-
ment area 
1. Computation of return on investment • Percent of 
investment returned each year of investment. 
2. Payback perioda Time required to recoup invest-
ment at zero discounting . 
). Ratio of benefit to costa Total return divided 
by amount of investment . 
4. Net returna Total return less cost of investment . 
5· Discounted benefit/cost ratio and discounted net 
returna Return reduced by a preset amount usually 
compounded yearly. 
In his study, Coppola used number 3 above and computed 
the return on investment for each reliability case and used 
actual field failure data from three comparable avionic 
systems as inputs to a computer simulation model. The model 
uses standard economic analysis procedures to compute the 
13 
return in reduced maintenance costs of a system procurred 
with a complete reliability program as a basis for compar-
ing with another system which was procured without any or 
little reliability activity. Included in the program is a 
model to compute the cost of a complete reliability program. 
Costs of the reliability program were based on a thorough 
and complete reliability effort including the following 
program elements. 
1. Screenin- of all microcircuits to MIL-STD-883, 
Cla.ss B. 
2. Screenin~ of all semiconductors to JAN "'rX" speci-
fications. 
). A burn-in of 100 hours of all critical assemblies 
(e •• , power supplies, etc.). 
4. Perform nee of reliability allocations, predictions 
and desi~n review activity. 
5· A 5000 hour reliability evaluation test. 
6. A formal reliability demonstration to test plan III 
of MIL-STD-781B, Test Level F. 
7. A 50 hour burn-in of each system producedo 
8. A failure analysis of each failure encountered 
during the above tests. 
In developin~ the computer program, the definition for 
return on investment(ROI) was designated as annual return 
divided by the investment cost, and annual return was de-
fined to be the savin~s in maintenance costs due to the 
14 
application of a reliability program. The investment cost 
includes the cost of performing each reliability program 
element, t he labor overhead char~es and the increase in G 
and A(general and administrative overhead) and profit that 
is caused by the use of a reliability program. 
ROI = 
\ihere N = number of failures avoided each year 
because of the reliability program 
c1 = cost to repair a failure 
c2 = cost of the reliability program including 
labor overhead. 
= G & A overhead. 
k 2 = fee or profit. 
rhe factors of t e above equations were expanded into 34 
variables and a comnuter program computes HOI from these 
variables, In a sensitivity analysis, return on investment 
was iterated with each one of the 34 variables doubled one 
at a time and the results compared to the original ROI. 
Case 1 in Coppola's simulation consisted of 564 systems 
with 13,553 parts per system and Case 3 consisted of 335 
systems with 11,545 parts per system. Case 1 had little or 
no reliability effort compared with Case 3 which had a 
thorough reliability programo 
CHAP'fER V 
REVIEW OF LITERArURE 
-~eliabili ty orogram costs for current military and 
commercial electronic equipment range from 7 to 30 percent 
of the contract price for hi~h reliability equipment. In 
t . e early 19~0's, before a reliability program for military 
equi _ men~ s mandatory, the yearly cost of maintaining and 
repairin~ some equipment exceeded the contract price of the 
equipment. Conseauently many studies have been performed 
to s .ow that a reliability program is a good investment of 
cap1t 1 or electronic equipment. The most common method 
of eas ring the worth of a capital investment is to com-
pute the return on investment of the capital outlay. This 
is the method used in a study by Coppola (1974). 
~lack and Proschan (1959) used models to minimize 
shortages subject to cost restraint with demand probability 
density for spares assumed a priori. In another model, 
they maximized system reliability with optimal allocation 
of spares subject to a linear restraint with the demand for 
spares depending on actual field failures with knol~ prob-
ability failure distributions. The models used were non-
linear functions and were solved by a nonlinear programming 
method for maximizing a nonlinear function subject to 
16 
linear restraints. 
Everett (1963) showed that the LaGrange multiplier 
method of solving constrained maximum problems can be 
apPlied to any type of problem if the constraints can be 
represented as bounds. The method does not guarantee a 
solution but if one is found , it is an optimum solution. 
He states that "the method has good potential for solving 
problems of optimal allocation of a number of resources 
to a number of independent ventures where the total pay-
off is the sum of the payoffs that accrue from each 
venture. ' 
Federow1cz and I~zumda (1968) developed a geometric 
programming model to determine the cost of achieving a 
predicted reliability level assuming the allocation of 
redundant el~ments 1s optimal. The model design can be 
used ith linear and nonlinear constraints and random 
failures. 
In a study of the SST aircraft system concept edited 
by English, Howard (1968) measures the return on invest-
ment by using the discounted cash flow method which is 
based on the time value of money or compound rates of re-
turn.12 The Civil Aeronautics Board calculates return on 
investment as a straight line depreciation method using a 
12J. Merely English, Cost-Effectiveness The Economic 
Evaluation of Engineered Systems (New Yorka John Wiley 
and Sons, 1968), P• 177• 
17 
10 or 15 year life period. The time value of money is not 
considered. It does not assume that a dollar now is worth 
more than in the future. 1 3 
Thorne and Carlson (1970) treat profit on an invest-
ment as income generated minus expenses and show that re-
t~n investment has many variations. 14 Payout time is on 
the time required to recoup the initial investment. Pay-
0 t time Hlth interest applies an interest charge on the 
ived i6 es ~ ent remaining or applies an interest charge on 
the 1or~ing capital and fixed capital. It is more common 
to use parout time without interest than payout time with 
interest. The return on original investment is the ratio 
of average annual cash flow to the original investment. A 
var.ation of t is is the return on average investment in 
which he divisor is the average outstanding investment 
and it depends on the depreciation schedule used. The dis-
counted cash flow, interest rate of return method, profit-
ability index, internal rate of return or investor's method 
adjust cash flows over the life of a project to a fixed 
point in time using compound interesto The fixed point in 
13 Ibid., p. 202. 
14 F. c. Jelen, Cost and Optimization Engineering (New Yorka 1icGraw-Hill Book co. 1970), pp. 85-88. 
18 
time used is the original investment time. The venture 
worth or incremental present worth method uses discount-
in~ at a fixed rate and depends on life of the project. 
Thuesen, Fabrycky and Thuesen (1977) show that an 
investment is described by cash receipts and disbursements 
anticipated if the investment is undertaken .15 Present 
worth is an amount at the present that is equal to invest-
ment cash flow at a ~iven interest rate , The payback or 
payout period is the length of time to recover the initial 
cost of an investment . Prospective value is a recently 
developed basis that measures investment desirability con-
sidering that the rate representing a minimum desirable re-
turn 1s greater than the rate money can be invested. 
15 . H. G. Thuesen , w. J . Fabrycky, and G. J. Thuesen, 
Engineering Economy (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.a Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1977), pp . 135-156. 
CHAPTER VI 
SIMULATION PROGRAM AND RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 
When Coppola ' s simulation pro~ram was transcribed to 
program coding sheets for card punching, three errors were 
identified in the typing format . 
1. Entry 0940 reads CABI=G+H 
Correct readin~ is CABI=G*H 
2. Entry 1210 reads PRINT: 75 , CM,CL,CT,SS 
Correct readin~ is PRINT 75,CM,CL,Cr,ss 
). Entry 1310 reads 50 FOR~aT(JX,2F(12,0,F8 .J,F8. 3)) 
Correct reading is 50 FORI1AT{JX,2F{12 . 0,F8 .3, F8.3)) 
Arter the above corrections were made , the program was 
then nvn on FTU computer link. The job failed because the 
FTU cocputer link would not accept the PRINT statements as 
written in entries 0760, 0820, 1200, 1230, 1260, 1290, and 
1320. Further investi~ation revealed that these print state-
ments would be accepted on a Honeywell 635 computer system. 
In order to run the program on the FTU computer link, the 
PRINT statements were changed to a PRINT and FORMAT state-
ment. The corrected simulation program was successfully run 
using Coppola data and the data print out verifies hip re-
sults. The simulation run is included in this report as 
Appendix B. 
20 
Coppola's corrected computer program was used to per-
form an analysis of Mod 3 reliability as a capital invest-
ment. The results of this computer run are included in 
Appendix C. Case I used the data from the Mod J GERTS and 
case 3 used the data from the Mod J HGS. Case 2 values 
were not changed for this computer run. The field failure 
rates of GERTS and RGS were divided by the number of parts 
in each system to put the values of V(l) and V(6) in the 
same units of measure as used by Coppola, failures per part 
hour. The following list shows which variables and values 
were changed to run the computer program for Mod J compar-
isons. 
VARIABLE NAME OLD VALUE NEW VALUE 
V(l) FR W/0 REL 6.5Xl0-6 10.86Xlo-8 
V(2) .L~O • Parts 13553 16953 
V(3) No. Systems .564 1 
V(4) Op Hrs/Mo 45.5 120 
V(6) FR W Rel 1.7x1o-6 5·9Xlo-8 
V(2) (Case 3) 11545 18753 
V(3) (Case J) 335 1 
The descriptions of the 3 cases used in this computer 






TABLE I - DESCRIPTION OF CASE STUDIES 
PARTS/SYSTEM TOTAL SYSTEMS C.OST/SYSTEM 
16,953 1 $12,620,000 
3,293 325 35,000 
18,753 1 21,417,000 
Table II presents the results of ROI analysis where 
the cost of reliability does not consider spares savings. 
TABLE II - RESULTS OF ROI WITHOUT SPARES SAVINGS 
C~SE CR ROI(l) 
I ~2,32),)14 0.00013 
II 5,114,711 o.oo4 
III 2,420,)08 0.00014 
The above results do not reflect the same results 
that Coppola obtained with his systems. Case I does not 
show a higher ROI than Case III. Moreover, the Case II 
results are considerably different from what he obtained 
in his computer simulation. 
Table III presents the results of ROI analysis where 
the cost of reliability is reduced by spares savings. 
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I'ABLE III - RESULTS OF ROI 1-II rH SPARES SAVINGS 
CASE CR ROI(2) 
I ~2,323,037 0.00013 
II 5,101079 o.oo4oo 
III 2,4-19,756 0.00014 
In rable III above the CR entries are slightly differ-
ent fro~ t .ose in Table II; however, the percentages for 
' 0!(2) are t e sa~e as those for ROI(l). This is not the 
t p~ of results that Copnola obtained with his simulation 
usin- hundreds of systems. Again, Case II does not reflect 
the results that Coppola obtained. 
Table IV in icates the analysis of reliability as a 
capital invest ent where spares savings are not considered. 
Benefit ~ost is the ROI multiplied by the expected number of 
years of service. The expected number of years of service 
was chosen as ten years, the same value Coppola used in his 
simulation study. The Discounted B/C(benefit/cost) ratio 
1s obtained by multiplying ROI by a present worth factor. 
·rhe present worth factor is obtained from Table IV in the 
Coppola report and is based on discount rate of ten percent 
compounded annually. The net return is computed by multi-
plying the Benefit/Cost by capital investment cost and then 
subtracting the capital investment cost. Discounted net 
return(Discounted NR) is then computed by multiplying the 
23 
Discounted B/C by the investment cost then subtracting the 
investment cost. 
TABLE IV - ANALYSIS OF RELIABILITY AS A CAPITAL 
INVESTMENT WITHOUT SPARES SAVINGS 
MEASURE CASE I CASE II CASE III 
ROI{%) 0.013 0.4 0.014 
Payback(years) 7,675 268 7,228 
Benefit/Cost 0.13 4 0.14 
Discounted B/C 0.0008 0.025 0.0009 
Net Return( .}Xlo6 ) -2.02 15 . )4 -2.08 
D1sc~unged ~'R -2.32 -4. 99 -2.40 
(~XlO ) 
The results 1n Table IV do not reflect the same re-
sults as Coppola obtained . Payback in years in Table IV 
for Case I is greater than Case III, which is opposite from 
Coppola's results . Also, the Net Return and Discounted NR 
for both Case I and III are negative values; and another 
interesting point is that the number of years for payback 
is 1n the thousands. 
Table V sho't'lS the analysis of reliability as a capital 
investment with spares savings subtracted from investment 
cost. These results are very close to the results in Table 
IV above which are considerably different from the res.ults 
Coppola obtained in his analysis. 
TABLE V - ANALYSIS OF RELIABILITY AS A CAPITAL 
INVESTMENT WITH SPARES SAVINGS 
MEASURE CASE I CASE II CASE III 
ROI(%) OeOlJ 0.4 0.014 
Payback(years) 7674 267 7226 
Benefit/Cost 0.13 4 0.14 
Discounted B/C o.oooa Oo025 0.0009 
Net Return( Xl06) -2.02 15.)0 - 2.08 
Discounted NR -2.)2 -4.97 - 2.42 
( ~Xl0°) 
24 
Coppola's results show that the Net Return and Dis-
counted NR are greater when spares savings are subtracted 
from investment cost. In Table IV and V above there is no 
change in hese values. 
The s sit1v1ty analysis results in Appendix C com-
pare favorably fith those in Appendix B which uses Coppola 
data in the simulat1ona 
CHAPrER VII 
ANALYSIS OF SYSrE~t SIMULATION 
In the computer simulation run using the Mod 3 Track 
data as inputs, the return on investment(ROI) for Case I 
and Case 3 is opposite to the results Coppola obtained in 
is simulation. In order to investigate the effect the 
number of systems has on the return on investment, a com-
outer simulation run was made using Coppola data and vary-
ing the number of systems from 1 to 565 in steps of 47 . 
The print out of the results of this computer run is sholnl 
in end1x D. Graph 1 illustrates the change in ROI 1 as 
t e ueber of systems is varied and shows the number of sys-
terns versus ROI 1 is a hyperbolic type relationship. 
The relationship between failure rate and ROI 1 was 
investigated by making a computer run with Coppola data 
and varying the failure rate from O.J25X10- 6 to 6.825Xl0-6 
in steps of O.J25Xlo-6• The print out of the results of 
this comouter run is included in Appendix E. Graph 2 shows 
system failure rate versus ROI 1 as the Coppola data system 
failure rate without reliability approaches the system fail-
ure rate with reliability. The graph illustrates that · this 
relationship is linear. 
Cost of Reliabil1ty(CR) for Case 2 in the Mod 3 simu-
26 
lat1on run is considerably different from CR in the Coppola 
simulation run. The reason for the difference is that the 
failure rate for Case 3 is used to calculate CR in each com-
puter simulation and V(6), failure rate with reliability, is 
-6 -8 5.9XlO in Coppola data inputs and l.?XlO for Mod 3 data 










































































































































































COI'JCLUSIONS AND RECOMf1END.ATIONS 
Conclusions 
The objective of this study ltas to demonstrate the 
accuracy of the Coppola report and verify his conclusions 
in order to apply the simulation method to a pair of radar 
systems. 
The problem of this study was to apply the simulation 
technique to a pair of radar systems which have reliability 
histories similar to the Coppola examples to verify his 
conclusions that reliability is a good capital investment. 
The results of this study show that the Coppola sim-
ulation proaram was verified by running the program on the 
FTU computer link. The computer print out data verified 
the accuracy of the Cop~ola report data, and based on his 
data and simulation technique, his conclusions were also 
verified . 
When the simulation technique 1'1as applied to a pair of 
radar systems, the Coppola conclusions were not verified. 
~~o reasons for this are documented in Appendix D and E as 
follows• 
1. The simulation program is sensitive to the number 
30 
of systems used as input data which is illustrated 
~ith Graph 1 in Chapter VII. 
2. rhe simulation is sensitive to the difference be-
tween the failure rates which is illustratei in 
3raph 2 in Chapter VII. 
Recommendations 
osed on the findings, observations, and analyses of 
t is stu y the following recommendations are submitted for 
t e re~der's consideration: 
1. lo further sensitivity analysis is required, 
2. Capital s~ould be invested in a reliability 
o~ram as a contract item when electronic 
eauipment is procured. 
31 
APPENDIX A 
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL CONFIGURATION 
For reliability purposes, Mod III Track is subdivided 
into specific cabinets or cabinet groupings which have re-
latively independent operational and failure effect char-
acteristics. The following listings show the units and a 
disc~ pt1on O- t~e operational characteristics of the e-
quipcent. Failure rate calculations are included, 
UNITS 1 and 2, TRACK TRANSMITTER 
These two units are _dentical ; either unit may be se-
lec ed as the prime unit at the option of the Track Con-
sole Operator. The transmitter accepts coded 14-pulse 
essage groups from the Encoder, Unit 6. The pulses are 
transformed into 60kw, X-band, RF pulses by a tunable mag-
netron po er oscillator in the main transmitter. Two lev-
els of radiated power are used during normal operation of 
the transmitter. Radiation is at lower power until the 
missile has traveled 12 miles when power changeover is con-
trolled by two micro switches on the range servo gear 
train. 
Transmitter Junction Box, Unit 3 (consisting of termi-
nal boards, ledex switch, toggle switches and cabling) pro-
vides interconnections between the two Transmitters, Track 
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Console and Recorder. A failure in this unit shall be as-
sessed to the unit affected, Unit 1 or 2. 
UNIT 4, TaACK CONSOLE 
The Track Console is primarily used to monitor the 
condition of the position tracking radar equipment. It is 
also used as a maintenance device to isolate troubles in a 
unit, equipment or assembly. 
The operation of the Track Console consists of those 
procedures which must be performed to turn on and adjust 
the subs stem units and to verify operational status. The 
ter ncludesa the monitoring of the controls and indi-
cators for proper position and display; the automatic e-
quipment checkout, and the manual checkout and calibration 
equired to bring the equipment to the standby condition. 
UNIT 5, RANGE DATA 
The timing pulse generator panels contained in Unit 5 
generate t . e basic timing pulse sequence for the· position 
trac ing radar equipment. This unit also contains the 
r nge tracking servo which provides the pulse transmitted 
to return pulse time from which range is derived. 
UNIT X5, EXTENDED RANGE DATA 
Unit X5 is part of the Extended Range Tracker group 
which includes Cabinet X6 and X62. The group is an elec-
tronic range gate system that provides space launch guid-
ance capabilities beyond the 800-mile-plus limitations of 
the mechanical data unit in Cabinet 5· 
33 
UNIT 6, ENCODER 
Timing pulses generated in Unit 5 are used to gener-
ate the sequence of pulses designated the ABC pulse repe-
tition frequency. These pulses occur at a rate of approx-
imately 300 Hertz and each pulse initiates transmission of 
a specific messa~e to the missile. 
UNIT X6, EXTENDED RANGE ENCOCER 
Unit X6, part of the Extended Range Tracker group, 
prov des the timing for Unit X5. 
UNIT ?, ANGLE DATA 
Unit 7 contains the angle data handling equipment and 
part o the range data handling equipment. The latter com-
putes the range of the missile in flight and generates fine 
and coarse tracking gates which switch on the receiver for 
reception of the video returns. The angle data handling 
equipment extracts azimuth and elevation data from angle 
encoders on the antenna. These encoders derive this data 
from the phy&ical position of the antenna. 
UNIT 8, POWER DISTRIBUriON 
Unit 8 controls the distribution of power to all the 
units of the position tracking equipment. A failure oc-
curring in this unit 1s assessed with respect to the cabi-
net or function of the position tracking equipment effected 
by the malfunction. For example, a failure to circuit 
breaker number 1 which controls the load to the radome air 
conditioner would not be assessed as a failure against 
34 
primary mission objectives since the absence of air condi-
tioning in the radome for the short period that the missile 
is controlled in flight is considered noncritical. Circuit 
breaker number B. hofever, which controls power flow to the 
rece1ver, would be assessed in-line criticality in case of 
failure. 
UNIT 9, CHECKOUT TRANSMITTER 
The Chec~out Transmitter, Unit 9, is used to simulate 
eacon response during manual or automatic checkout of the 
pos1t1 n tracking radar equipment. The maximum power out-
put of ~ . e Chec~out Transmitter is 1 watt. The power out-
~t aa e ad"usted by a motor driven attenuator controlled 
b a s~itch on the rrack Console, Unit 4. A coaxial switch 
co les t e output to the bores1~ht tower or to a test horn 
lac ed et~een the two monopulse reflectors in the radome. 
This transmitter is used to perform system calibra-
tion, verification and operation tests. It is not essen-
ial to fulfillment of primary mission objectives and, 
therefore, its failures cannot be included in the assess-
ment of Mod III Track reliab111tyo 
UNIT 10, TRANSLATOR 
The Translator houses automatic checkout control 
equipment circuits which simulate the missile decoder and 
pulse beacon and test message comparator circuits. The 
purpose of the equipment is to perform an automatic or man-
ual checkout of the position tracking radar equipment on a 
35 
Go/No Go basis during countdown or standby. Automatic 
checkout is accomplished by a series of 13 discrete tests. 
Although the Translator is a piece of checkout equipment, 
it does not contribute any in-line functions. 
UNIT 11 , ANTENrlA MOUNT 
The Antenna Mount consists primarily of1 a conical 
acquisition antenna; two monopulse reflectors; antenna ele-
vation drive motor; antenna azimuth drive motor; two angle 
data encoders; mount junction boxes; a camera and the an-
tenna mount proper. 
UNIT 12, RF EQUIPMENT 
Unit 12 is one part of the receiver group which is a 
three-channel radar receiver system incorporating the re-
ceiver principles of conical scan acquisition and monopulse 
trac ing. The conical scan acquisition mode is used to ac-
uire the missile whereas the monopulse tracking mode pro-
vides tracking data after the missile has been acquired. 
During ~onopulse tracking, the nominal 300 pps beacon 
replies received by the two horns of the monopulse antenna 
are coupled through waveguides to a magic T comparator. 
The signals are added, subtracted, phase shifted and final-
ly converted to a 30 mega Hertz IF signal in waveguide mix-
ers and passed through separate monopulse preamplifiers to 
Receiver Unit lJ. 
36 
UNIT 13, RECEIVER 
The JO MHz IF signals from the monopulse preamplifi-
ers in Unit 12 are routed through coaxial cables to the 
monopulse main IF amplifier unit in Unit 13. The separate-
ly preampl1fied signals are routed through separate IF am-
plifier stages for further amplification before detection. 
UNIT 14, RADOME 
Unit 1 , Radome, is positioned by the Radome servo 
ich is sl ved to the antenna azimuth servo in normal 
operation. 
U~IIT 15, AZIMUTH f~OTOR GEl\fERATOR 
Unit 15 provides further amplification of the de drive 
signal from t .e main servo amplifier and in turn supplies 
po er for the motor that drives the antenna in azimuth. 
The allure of the antenna to be driven in azimuth would 
cause loss o azimuth data. Therefor, Unit 15 is an In-line 
item. 
UNIT 16, ELEVATION MOTOR GENERATOR 
This unit functions in the same manner as Unit 15, ex-
cept it supplies power for the antenna elevation motors. 
It also is an In-line item. 
UNIT 17, RADOME MOTOR GENERATOR 
This unit functions in the same manner as Unit 15, ex-
cept it supplies power for the motor moving the radome in 
the azimuth plane. If the radome does not move in the di-
rection of the missile, then the antenna radiation will be 
37 
obstructed. Consequently. this is an In-line unit. 
UNIT 18, GYRO MOTOR GENERArOR 
The Gyro Motor Generator provides the excitation for 
the azimuth and elevation gyros. The gyros and the asso-
ciated precession amplifiers provide velocity feedback sig-
nals. Therefore, it is an In-line unit. 
UNIT 19, RADOME AIR CONDITIONER 
The entire radome is air conditioned to protect the 
equipment against dust and changes in temperature. How-
ever, lack of air conditioning 1n the Radome for the short 
period of a launch vehicle flight is not considered to be 
critical. Therefore, the unit is regarded as not In-line. 
UNIT 20, SERVO CABINET 
Unit 20 processes Azimuth. Elevation and Radome error 
signals and applies error correction signals to the Azi-
muth, Elevation, and Radome motor-generators (Units 15, 16, 
and 17) which provide the driving signals for the antenna 
and radome. 
UNIT 21, MOTOR FIELD SUPPLY 
The azimuth motor field supply provides 100 volts de 
for the field windings of the azimuth drive motor. Loss of 
this supply would be critical; therefore. Unit 21 is an In-
line unit. 
UNIT 34, ANTENNA AND BORESIGHT ASSEMBLY 
This is checkout equipment used during countdown and 
other checkout procedures, but not used during the liftoff 
38 
and flight phases of a mission. Therefore, this equipment 
is classified as not In-line. 
UNIT 29, OPTICAL TRACKER 
The Optical Tracker is pointed toward the missile dur-
flight by the Optical Tracker Operator (via visual contact). 
It generates electrical signals corresponding to the azimufu 
nd elevation of the missile. The signals can be manually 
selected by the Track Console Operator to drive the antenna 
servo system or acquisition, or reacquisition in case of a 
ailur . in the designate mode of operation. For failure 
assessnent purposes, it is classified as not In-line. 
UNIT 30, WAVEGUIDE AND CABLE. A§§EMBLY 
The majority of the waveguide and cables are In-line; 
o ever, each is assessed according to the classification 
of the function it performs. 
UNIT 31, TRACK JUNCTION BOX 
The majority of Unit 31 is In-line; however, the func-
tions affected by failures in this unit are the basis upon 
thich a failure is assessed. 
UNIT 37, VOLTAGE REGULATOR 
Unit 37 is a commercial regulator for critical power 
and classified as In-line. 
UNIT 33, RECORDER NO. 1 
Unit JJ serves the same as Unit J2. 
39 
UNIT 38, FOUNDATION JUNCTION BOX 
~ost of Unit 38 is In-line; however, each failure in 
the Junction Box is assessed on the basis of the classifi-
cation of the function that the cable or item in the Junc-
tion Box performs. 
UNIT 39, RECORDER NO. 3 
Unit 39 serves the same function as Unit )2. 
UNIT 50, TEST EQUIPMENT SERIES 
The Test Equipment Series is composed of a Range and 
Ti in Simulation, Autosequence Tester, Command Simulator 
and Receiver Simulator Console. Since this is checkout 
equipment, it is not In-line. 
UNIT 62 1 EXTENDED RANGE CONSOLE 
Unit 62 is an operating console for Units X5 and X6. 
UNIT 32, RECORDER NO. 2 
Unit 32 is an 8-channel Sanborn Recorder that provides 
analog data as a check on system performance. The recorder 
measures ei ht of the Track parameter for quick-look pur-
poses dur1ng the flight phase. Since this equipment per-
forms a monitoring function, it is classified as not In-
line for the purposes of failure assessment. 
40 
SYSTEM FAILURE RATE CALCULATIONS 
The ~od III RGS Track system failure rate is calcu-
lated by summing the failure rates of the individual unit 
cabinets. To calculate a cabinet failure rate, the cumu-
lative number of failures in a cabinet is divided by the 
cumulative hours of operation of the cabinet. 
UNIT 1'1A!1E HOURS FAILURES FAILURE RATE 
1 Transmitter 3010 1 .0003322 
5 Range Data 260?2 1 .0000384 
6 Encoder 26073 4 • 0001534 
? Angle Data 26066 3 .0001151 
11 Antenna Mount 25639 5 .0001950 
12 RF Equipment 25773 1 .0000388 
13 Receiver 25??3 6 .0002328 
System Total .0011057 
41 
APP DI B 
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